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Defining Equity and Equality in Education
There is an important difference between equality and equity.
• Equality means providing every student the same supports.
• Equity means providing every student the supports needed.

Good to know!
Equality of
opportunity depends
on equitable supports
in schools and
classrooms.

Educational equity establishes systems to ensure that every child has an equal
chance for success. This requires understanding the unique challenges and barriers
individual students or student populations face and providing additional supports to
help them overcome those barriers.
While it may not ensure equal outcomes, such effort provides the conditions for
equal opportunity for success.*
*Source: Thinking Maps: Equity in Education
https://www.thinkingmaps.com/equity-education-matters/

Research studies show that students are less likely to have
access to great teachers and school leaders if they:
• Belong to ethnic/racial minority groups.
• Come from low-income families.
• Live in rural communities.
• Have disabilities.
• Have limited English proficiency.
• Need academic remediation.
Source: Center for Great Teachers and Leaders
https://gtlcenter.org/sites/default/files/GTL_Moving_Toward_Equity.pdf
http://www.gtlcenter.org/resource_11

Foundational Premises of Educational Equity
1. Student achievement and positive student outcomes must be the
central focus of the work of school boards.
2. Opportunity gaps exist in every school and in every district.
3. School boards are responsible for setting the expectations and
making decisions that support educators in closing opportunity gaps.
4. School boards must have trusting and collaborative relationships
with the many communities they serve to be successful in these
endeavors and model this for district staff.
5. Educational equity is an ongoing journey, not a fixed destination.

Five Components to Educating using an Equitable Lens
1. Shift thinking from all children can learn to all children deserve to learn
in a way that works for them.
2. Shift from “they don’t have the skills” to “they have not had the
opportunity to develop the skills” yet.
3. Shift from expecting some to fail to expecting all to fail forward!
4. Shift from treating all students like they carry the same backpack to
recognizing all students carry a different load.
5. Shift from judgment based on a single story to reading the sequel.
Mallory Mbalia
Early Childhood Education Advocate
https://www.pbs.org/education/blog/shining-an-equitable-lens-on-every-student

Educational equity & use of the
term critical race theory
• Catch-all term often used inaccurately to refer to any type of equity
work
• Generally not productive to debate about CRT or other
buzzwords. Instead, focus on your students, their needs, and your
district priorities.
• Disagreement is expected. Build capacity by starting with internal
dialogue.
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Understanding the Difference Between Critical Race Theory
(CRT) and Educational Equity • What You Need to Know
What it is
Critical race theory (CRT) is a framework and/or
analytical tool primarily used in university-level
courses. Originating in the 1970s, CRT was first
used as a way to help law students think critically
about the impact of historical and present-day
racism on the legal system. In the 1990s, some
colleges of education also started incorporating
CRT into their coursework to help aspiring school
administrators and teachers better understand
inequities in the context of education.

What it isn’t

Critical race theory (CRT) is not part of
social studies curriculum and has never
been part of social studies curriculum in
school districts. CRT is not the same as and
shouldn’t be confused with providing
Educational Equity for all students.

Critical Race Theory CRT

Educational Equity

Community engagement - Keep the focus local
 Listen respectfully and ask clarifying, specific questions
 Focus on the work of your district
- Provide information and correct misinformation
- Share your district’s equity goals
- Refer to guiding documents with community input
 Education has long recognized that different students
have different needs; not a new focus
- Federal funding for Title 1 and IDEA based on closing
gaps for many student groups

Equitable Provision of Special Education Services
 Students with disabilities were impacted by the pandemic more
profoundly than any other group of students, especially those students
with autism and other disabilities.
 The federal government has allocated over 3 Billion dollars to states to
address these inequities. The states represented here at the conference
will receive the following:
o
o
o
o

Arkansas – 31 Million
Louisiana – 47 Million
Mississippi – 28 Million
Tennessee – 64 Million

 Learning Loss and Compensatory Education Lawsuits have already and
will continue to be filed in response to these concerns nationwide.

Equitable Provision of Student Discipline
Student Discipline and how it is carried out has created
tremendous inequities in schools and districts. This is
especially true among African American Males and Students
with Disabilities.
The focus to address these inequities should be two-fold:
o What board policies and discipline procedures are causing these
inequities and how can we address them without having an adverse
effect on providing a safe and orderly school climate.
o How can we continue to provide educational opportunities to
students while they are being removed from the regular classroom
setting for disciplinary reasons. The use of technology to address this
must be considered.

Equity Concerns Caused by the COVID-19 Pandemic
Disparity between Virtual Students and In-Person
Students from this past school year and moving
forward.

o Providing opportunities to address Learning Loss and provide
continued tutoring for this upcoming year.

Connectivity Issues that exist when trying to provide
virtual instruction to students.
Loss of teachers and administrators due to retirement
caused by the pandemic and inability to fill spots due
to the teacher shortage.

Effective leadership in challenging conversations
 Anticipate pushback and judgement ... and stay on
message
 You don't have to attend every debate to which you're
invited
 Stay laser-focused on your students, their needs, and
your local actions
 Take the time to educate yourself:
o About the experiences of those in your community
who are different from you
o About your students' needs and educational outcomes
o About your district's goals and priority actions; be clear
in your "why"

Effective leadership in challenging conversations, cont.
 Nobody likes to be labeled and minimized, including
your critics
 Have strong procedures in place for public meetings
AND provide appropriate outlets for big emotions
 Significantly increase the amount of time set aside for
dialogue, reflection, and connection. Invest in
relationships.
 Good self care is a leadership decision

As former MS Governor, William Winter always
famously stated,

“The road out of the poor house
runs past the school house.”
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